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Abstract

Inquiries over the past three decades have shown that ethnic minorities drop out of treatment early and tend to have poorer outcomes in psychotherapy. Despite the widespread acceptance that culturally responsive therapy and programs will produce better treatment outcomes for ethnic minorities, few studies have empirically tested this proposition. This paper reviews two types of interventions, ethnic match and parallel programs, to make the mental health system more responsive to the needs of Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders.

Demographers predict that by the early 21st century about one-third of the population in the United States will consist of racial and ethnic minority groups. The 1990 U.S. Census shows that some cities like New York and Los Angeles already surpass this predicted proportion. The changing demography of the United States has turned the attention of service providers and policy-makers to an increasingly important issue: How do communities provide mental health (and other) services that are responsive to the needs of minority groups? Advocates have called for making the mental health system culturally responsive, culturally appropriate, and culturally sensitive, but few investigations have adequately examined this issue in detail. This paper reviews some attempts to make mental health services and treatment sensitive to the needs of Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders.

Asian and Pacific Islander Ethnic Groups

In the past two decades, Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders have become a growing presence in the United States. In 1980, the population of Asian Americans exceeded 3.7 million, easily doubling the 1.5 million figure in 1970. By 1990, the population nearly doubled again by exceeding 7.1 million. Overlooked in this population growth is the notion that Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders are often seen as a homogenous ethnic category. The category “Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders” is used primarily for political purposes or to facilitate research and discussion about a wide number of ethnic groups that typically fall under this label. The ethnic groups that comprise this category are quite diverse in terms of cultural background, country of origin, and circumstances for
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coming to the United States. For example, more than 20 ethnic groups, who may speak one of more than 30 different languages, are included in the Asian American category. The three largest Asian American ethnic groups are Chinese, Japanese, and Filipinos. Koreans and Southeast Asians (e.g., Vietnamese, Cambodians, Laotians) also comprise a significant number in the Asian American population. The three largest groups among Pacific Islanders are Native Hawaiians, Samoans, and Chamorros (Guuminius).  

The Need for Services

One of the prevailing images of the Asian American and Pacific Islander ethnic category is their high level of economic success. This stereotype has led to conclusions that Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders are not at risk for mental health problems. However, the image of economic success is not supported under closer scrutiny. Educational attainment and income levels are often used to support the argument that Asian Americans are doing well. It is usually assumed that high educational attainment leads to better paying jobs and high status and prestigious occupations. For Asian Americans, this is not often the case. A high level of education does not necessarily lead to more pay and higher status. Barringer, Takeuchi, and Xenos found that Asian Americans do not reap the same benefits of education that Whites receive. This is an important finding since Asian Americans use education as the primary path for social mobility.  

A close examination of sociodemographic characteristics reveals that some Asian American and Pacific Islander ethnic groups may be more at-risk for health problems than others. Immigrant status is related to a number of adjustment stressors that are linked to health. A recurring hypothesis regarding immigrants is that they experience more stressors than native-born individuals. Fabrega, for example, argues that migrants encounter stressors that originate from leaving the country of origin, the difficulties of passage, the adaptation process in the host society, and the expectations of social and economic attainment. More recently, investigations on Asian immigrants have documented that migrants are facing many stressors, including those created by the acculturation process, stressful life events, employment, and economic hardships. Chinese, Filipino, Indian, Korean, and Southeast Asian are among the ethnic groups with a large proportion who were born in another country.  

A consistent finding in the social sciences is the inverse relationship between socioeconomic status and health. These studies provided indirect evidence that economic factors can have pernicious consequences for the health of adults. Poverty status, per capita income, and employment status are often used as indicators of socioeconomic status. Fourteen of the 17 Asian American groups listed in the U.S. Census have poverty levels above the U.S. average (9.6%). Laotian and Cambodians have poverty levels over 45%. Per capita income is a useful measure of socioeconomic status because it takes into consideration the number of people that the household income is intended to support. In 1980, Asian Americans had an average household income of $6,900 compared to $7,400 for the U.S. average. Only Indonesian, Chinese, and Japanese groups had average per capita incomes at or above the U.S. average. Seven percent of all people in 1980 were unemployed. While the average unemployment rate for Asian Americans was below the U.S. average (5%), the Hmong (20%), Laotian (15%), Cambodian (11%), and Samoan (10%) populations had unemployment rates in double figures. Thus, the demographic characteristics suggest that some Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders are at-risk for psychological problems and more serious forms of mental illness.  

In a review of the minority mental health literature, Vega and Rumbaut found few studies that directly address the need for mental health services among Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders. The few community studies that do exist suggest that some Asian American groups have more severe psychological problems than Whites. In addition, Kuo found differences in levels of depression among Asian American groups. For example, Korean Americans, who consist of more recent immi-
grants, had higher rates of depression than other Asian groups. For the most part, however, the number of community studies on Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders is not sufficient to adequately address the need for psychiatric services.\textsuperscript{17}

Despite the lack of a strong empirical foundation, some evidence suggests that mental health services have been unresponsive to the needs of this ethnic category (as well as to other ethnic groups). In general, when Asian Americans use the public mental health system, they are more likely to enter outpatient care rather than inpatient or emergency services.\textsuperscript{18} When they use outpatient care, some discrepancies between Asian Americans and Whites exist. Sue and McKinney, in their landmark study of nearly 14,000 adult clients in the Seattle-King County mental health system, not only found Asian Americans underrepresented in outpatient mental health clinics, but they also demonstrated that Asian Americans dropped out from services at a higher rate than Whites.\textsuperscript{19} A decade later, O’Sullivan and associates replicated Sue and McKinney’s study in Seattle-King County and found that, while representation and dropout rates had improved, Asian Americans still attended fewer outpatient treatment sessions than Whites.\textsuperscript{20}

Information about the delivery of mental health services to Pacific Islanders in the United States is scant. There is an emerging literature which suggests that contemporary mental health services are underutilized and only seen as a last resort by Pacific Islander groups such as Native Hawaiians and Samoans. Higginbotham found that clinical personnel of the Division of Mental Health in Hawaii indicated that Native Hawaiians found Western mental health services unacceptable and “avoided these services like the plague” (p. 46).\textsuperscript{21} Similarly, Mokua and Chang note that Samoans will typically turn to Western mental health services only as a last resort.\textsuperscript{22} Samoans prefer to seek help from indigenous healing persons. They also rely heavily on advice from relatives and their pastors before seeking Western mental health services.\textsuperscript{23} While the empirical foundation about mental health services among Pacific Islanders is smaller than the empirical base for Asian Americans, the results point to a similar conclusion: Cultural and social factors play an important role in limiting the use of mental health services in the community.

\textbf{Culturally Responsive Services}

As a result of various findings that suggest that ethnic minorities may receive inadequate mental health services, there has been a general appeal for efforts to make the system more culturally sensitive to the needs of ethnic minorities.\textsuperscript{20,21} However, few studies have identified the parameters of cultural sensitivity or assessed whether these factors contribute to making the mental health system more effective for minority groups. For example, O’Sullivan and his colleagues found a significant decrease in the dropout from mental health clinics of Asian Americans over a 10-year period and concluded that these changes were a result of culturally responsive services.\textsuperscript{24} However, no direct evidence was provided to establish that culturally responsive services actually led to the improvement in dropout rates among Asian Americans. Sue and Zane argue that the time is ripe to assess specific interventions and their relative impact on the mental health treatment provided to minorities.\textsuperscript{25}

Rogler and his colleagues argue that problems attributed to cultural insensitivity are partly due to the incongruency between the characteristics of the mental health system and the minority culture.\textsuperscript{26} That is, assessment instruments, clinicians, and practices and policies in mental health programs and systems do not adequately address the needs of minority clients. It is this dissimilarity that leads to underutilization and poorer treatment outcomes among minorities. Sue made a number of recommendations to improve the delivery of mental health services to members of minority groups, including (a) making changes within existing services, such as hiring more ethnic specialists or training mental health care providers to work with minority groups; (b) establishing independent but parallel services
specifically devoted to ethnic minorities; and (c) creating new and nonparallel services that are culturally relevant. These proposals are best conceptualized within a framework of match or fit where the structure and content of services can be designed to match the specific needs of a particular cultural group. The remainder of this paper reviews two aspects of the match or fit framework, ethnic match, and parallel programs.

Until recently, few studies have addressed these questions in specific detail among Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders for several reasons. First, it has been difficult to investigate issues related to specific interventions since few have been implemented and, when they have been implemented, the programs have not been fully mature to conduct a thorough assessment. Second, advocates for ethnic minorities have been keenly sensitive to these evaluations because negative findings could endanger funding for these programs. Finally, the sheer number of Asian American and Pacific Islander ethnic groups and the relative small populations that exist in any given community make the selection of an adequate sampling frame problematic. In recent years, the number of interventions designed for ethnic minorities has increased, and advocates now realize the importance of research and evaluation in maintaining or increasing the level of funding for special initiatives targeted for minority communities. The importance of the policy questions to the provision of mental health services in Asian American and Pacific Islander communities creates a challenge for researchers to begin to examine the issue of cultural responsive services and treatment in a more systematic way.

Client and Therapist Match

Most research on cultural responsiveness has focused on ethnic match: Does similarity between therapists and clients in ethnic background result in better treatment outcomes than achieved when clients and therapists are not matched? Investigations on ethnic match have primarily assessed whether the ethnic background of a therapist plays a role in the assessment of the minority client's mental health. Sue and his colleagues conducted one of the first studies of ethnic match and its effects on utilization and outcome. While different minority groups were analyzed in the study (e.g., African Americans, Asian Americans, and Mexican Americans), we report the results that are pertinent to Asian Americans.

Data for the study were supplied from the Automated Information System (AIS) which is maintained by the Los Angeles County Department of Mental Health. The AIS is designed for management information, revenue collection, clinical management, and monitoring with the potential for research. Data are routinely collected on each client who enters the mental health system in Los Angeles County. Client information is collected on standardized forms by the therapist and then transferred to a computerized file. Analyses were limited to minority adults between 18 years and older who used outpatient services at a mental health facility in Los Angeles County between Jan. 1, 1983 and Dec. 31, 1988.

The study examined the effects of ethnic and language match on premature termination or dropout, length of stay, and level functioning. Ethnic match refers to whether or not the therapist was of the same ethnicity as that of the client (e.g., Chinese therapist-Chinese client was considered a match; Chinese therapist-Japanese client was not considered a match). A similar logic was used in conceptualizing language match. Premature termination was defined as failure to return for treatment after one session. Total number of sessions was calculated for those clients who either terminated or completed treatment. The Global Assessment Scale (GAS) rating at discharge was used as the measure of treatment outcome. The GAS is a measure of the overall functioning of clients. Ratings on the GAS are based on psychological, social, and occupational functioning. Therapists perform the ratings on a 100-point scale with "1" indicating the most severe impairment and "100" referring to good functioning in all areas of life. Analyses of the discharge GAS score controlled for GAS ratings at intake. All
analyses controlled for poverty status, severity of diagnosis, gender, and age.

The analyses show that among Asian Americans, ethnic match had significant effects in reducing premature termination and increasing length of treatment when controlled for other sociodemographic and clinical variables. In fact, when Asian Americans were matched with a therapist of the same ethnicity, they were five times less likely to leave prematurely from mental health treatment than when they were not matched. Ethnic match did not have a similar effect on the Global Assessment Score (GAS) ratings. Since language match is intertwined with a person’s ethnicity, the research study examined the effects of language match in conjunction with ethnic match. The results indicate that language match alone, ethnic match only, and a combination of language and ethnicity all resulted in reducing dropouts and increasing the number of treatment sessions than when clients were not matched on these variables. Although the analyses do not demonstrate that matching clients on language or ethnicity improves the treatment outcome of the clients, they do show that matching can at least have beneficial effects in improving the utilization of mental health services for Asian Americans. Thus, policy-makers have some initial evidence that the hiring of bilingual and ethnic staff can have important consequences above and beyond improving the representation of ethnic minorities on the professional staff in the community mental health system.

Parallel Programs

The match concept underlies the whole development of services in the parallel service delivery model. Parallel models refer to programs that are similar to existing, more mainstream programs but that are devoted to ethnic minority groups (e.g., a mental health clinic that serves Asians versus one that serves mainstream Americans). When applied to Asian populations, parallel models attempt to achieve various types of service and organizational matches. Clients and therapists are usually matched on ethnicity and language preference. Mental health services are often provided with other health services (e.g., South Cove Health Center in Boston) to fit the Asian tendency to not distinguish sharply between health and mental health problems. Therapists purposely assume more case management functions because for many Asian clients, particularly refugees and recent immigrants, mental health difficulties are intertwined with a number of other human service needs.

The literature on parallel clinics suggest three features are important in creating a match with the needs of minority groups: accessibility, appropriate services, and community involvement. Accessibility refers to the provision of services within the community of the targeted ethnic group.21,29,30 The service hours of these programs are extended into the evenings and weekends since many minority clients work at more than one job and find it difficult to take time off from work to visit a center during the regular weekday hours. Walk-in appointments are also known to increase the utilization of mental health services in minority communities.31

A second characteristic of parallel programs is the provision of appropriate services. The most frequently cited aspect of appropriate services is the availability of bilingual and bicultural services. We have previously discussed the rationale for the matching of ethnic clients with a therapist from the same ethnicity. Another component of appropriate services is the capability to provide or refer clients for other types of non-psychological services such as social, financial, economic, legal, medical, and educational.29,32 Appropriate services may also include the effective utilization of the existing natural support systems in the client’s community such as his family and relatives, pastor, indigenous healer, or respected community leaders. Their participation in the treatment has been known to reduce the client’s and/or his family’s resistance to psychological treatment and thus plays a critical role in the duration and outcome of treatment.29,33 It also makes it possible for the agency to assess and control the quality and legitimacy of its help and services.

The third characteristic of ethnic-specific programs includes the participation of community mem-
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bers in the planning and evaluation of services. This process is accomplished through the involvement of community leaders, mental health professionals, indigenous healers, administrators, and community members on policy and advisory boards and in community forums. Community participation is also achieved by publicizing the available services in community and ethnic media to increase the utilization of services. This participation of community members helps to ensure the cultural relevancy and responsiveness of the services provided by the program.

Some evidence indicates that parallel programs can effectively change usage patterns in Asian American communities. After a mental health facility opened its doors in San Francisco, more Asian and Pacific Islander clients were seen during the first three months of operation than were seen the previous five years. In addition, more than 90% of the clients showed up for their scheduled appointments at the facility — the highest rate of comparable outpatient units in San Francisco. Evaluations in other geographic areas report similar findings.

Zane and Hatanaka examined another critical issue related to ethnic-specific programs: Can parallel services provide effective services for ethnic minorities without creating inequities for nonminorities? In a study based at one parallel clinic in Los Angeles County, the investigators assessed the types of services and dropout rates for specific Asian American ethnic groups (e.g., Chinese, Japanese, Filipino, Korean, Vietnamese, Lao, and Cambodian) and Whites. Within this clinic, no differences were found between Whites and Asians with respect to the types of services provided, premature termination, and clinical outcome. While the study needs to be replicated across other facilities and geographic sites, the research is the first to indicate that parallel programs can be effective for Asian Americans without diminishing the effectiveness for Whites.

The lead author is currently engaged in research examining some effects of parallel programs. By use of the same source of data that was used to investigate ethnic match by Sue and his colleagues, the effects of parallel programs are being examined for premature termination, length of treatment, and treatment outcome. Preliminary analyses indicate that parallel programs are more effective than mainstream programs at reducing premature termination and increasing number of treatment sessions. For example, Asian Americans who enter ethnic programs are 33 times more likely than Asian Americans in mainstream programs to return after the first session. Since parallel programs are more likely than mainstream programs to match clients and therapists on the basis of ethnicity, we are examining whether the effects of parallel programs remain when ethnic match is controlled. Initial analyses indicate that parallel programs have an effect on the utilization variables independent of ethnic match. Parallel programs did not show a consistent advantage over mainstream programs in the GAS score at discharge.

Special Programs

A variation of parallel programs is special programs that include another facet. In addition to the use of Western approaches to psychiatric treatment, these programs also incorporate indigenous healing practices culled from the cultural traditions of a particular ethnic group. Special programs are not common partly because they represent a special risk for mental health administrators especially when funding for mental health programs is particularly strained. In addition, insurance companies do not normally support the use of indigenous treatment for mental health problems. Accordingly, little documentation is available on the effects of special programs that serve Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders.

One program designed for native Hawaiians began on the Wai`anae Coast on O`ahu, Hawai`i. Hale Ola` o Ho`opakolea. The program is referred to as a healing center and is considered a one-stop facility where professional staff work with clients to resolve social, economic, health, and mental health needs. A number of indigenous Native Hawaiian methods are used to assist clients in the
resolution of individual problems including a form of family therapy called ho'oponopono, a method of physical therapy or massage called lomilomi, and a kind of healing conference or council called kukakukua.29 These indigenous methods are undergirded by basic cultural values of harmony, self-respectability, patience, and shared love. The unique nature of programs like Hale Ola make it difficult to conduct a standard evaluation. Past studies have shown that the program has increased utilization of mental health services and clients have expressed satisfaction with the services provided at the facility.40 However, it is clear that new evaluation methods must be designed to accommodate the unique purpose and goals of programs such as Hale Ola.

Discussion

Sue and his colleagues' investigation27 and Takeuchi's current study suggest that ethnic match and parallel programs seem to reduce premature termination and increase the length of treatment in community mental health clinics. These efforts at cultural responsiveness do not demonstrate a consistent effect on the outcome measure. It is likely that the GAS is not an ideal outcome measure for these two studies. While the GAS has demonstrated high reliability when raters are well-trained,41 it may not be a useful measure when used across a number of programs and raters. While the GAS may be a good measure of outcome when used properly, more research is needed to examine its reliability and validity in ethnic minority populations. Similarly, studies are also warranted that investigate alternative measures of treatment outcome.

The available data were not sufficiently robust to provide an understanding about the precise reasons ethnic match produces positive utilization results. A therapist of the same ethnicity as the client may produce better rapport with the ethnic client or the therapist may have a better intuitive understanding about the nature of the client's problem than a person from a different cultural background. It is critical that research extend beyond the notion of ethnic match to examine the interaction between ethnic therapist and client that may be of value in developing training programs for ethnic and nonminority mental health professionals. For some ethnic groups such as Native Hawaiians and Southeast Asians, the number of ethnic therapists is relatively small to meet the potential demand for treatment.

Accordingly, one strand of research that is currently under way at the National Research Center on Asian American Mental Health (NRCAAMH) is an investigation of cognitive match. It is hypothesized that, if therapists have similar conceptualization of mental health problems, goals for treatment, and means for resolving problems as their clients, the clients would utilize the service more often and have better treatment outcomes than those clients that do not cognitively match with their therapists. It is the first empirical investigation that operationalizes cultural "world views" and systematically examines their effects in therapy. The research is guided by the match or fit principle and is based on a conceptual model that articulates specific domains in which therapy-relevant cultural differences can occur.

The ideas presented in this paper have applications beyond Asian American and Pacific Islander populations. As communities increasingly become ethnically diverse, planners will be confronted with making the mental health system more responsive to the needs of ethnic minorities. Cultural responsiveness is often cited as a necessary feature in providing mental health services to minority clients. However, it is a difficult concept to operationalize. In this paper, we have described two features of cultural responsiveness: ethnic match and parallel programs. These studies have assessed the effects of ethnic match and parallel programs on measures typically used in the evaluation of mental health interventions (e.g., length of treatment, dropout, and treatment outcome). While more investigations are essential in this area, there is also an important need to examine how community
residents define cultural responsiveness and what they expect of mental health programs. It is only through these joint efforts that researchers and policy-makers can provide more clarity and depth to the understanding of the promise and limits of cultural sensitivity in mental health interventions.
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